2018-2019 Programing Vice President Cabinet Roles
General PVP Cabinet Responsibilities
-

Making pre-event calls
Communicating with the PVP and the general community about what kinds
of programming they’d like to experience this year - collecting feedback
Helping to envision the overall programing of the year
Assisting as needed with writing and leading programing

Specialized PVP Cabinet Positions & Responsibilities
Registration Chair
Arriving at a CWR event is one of the most wonderful feelings in the world.
How would you like to be a part of planning registration? If you’re excited about the
idea of welcoming others to events in new and creative ways, then this position
would be perfect for you.

Call & Communications Chair
While every member of cabinet is responsible for completing calls before
each event, there is often a need for extra assistance in this area! If you’d enjoy
speaking to nfty members or their parents before each event as well as
encouraging new members to join, this may just be the perfect position for you!

Instagram Chair
If you didn’t know, our region has a PVP Instagram that serves as a resource
for TYG PVPs or others looking for some pointers on programming and leadership!
This position entails co-running the account with me and posting weekly on a
variety of programing related topics. In addition to the usual PVP responsibilities,
this role involves interviewing others and social media design. If you’d like to
explore aspects of programing and communications simultaneously, this is the
perfect position for you!

Programing Committee
Would you like an opportunity to influence our region’s programing? Are you
interested in creating meaningful spaces and experiences for others? If so, this
position could be a great fit for you. There are three subcategories of this
committee: general programing, program writing, and program leading.
General programing chairs will be responsible for brainstorming, writing,
and leading programing throughout the year.
Program writing chairs will be responsible for brainstorming and writing
programs, but will not be involved with leading them unless a desire to do so is
indicated at a later time.
Program leading chairs will not be responsible for writing programs, but
will be involved in leading them. It is required that program leading chairs intend to
attend every CWR event of the year.

